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This paper investigates the scattering from impedance strips and
impedance-loaded conducting strips. The UTD diffraction coefficient for
an edge In a conductor is heuristically modified for impedance edges and
junctions. Essenti&lly, this is done by scaling the UTD diffraccion
coefficients according to changes in the geometrical optics field. The
new diffraction cci&fficients are then used to investigate the scattering
from impedance strips and impedance-loaded conducting strips. Both
'.uniform ane tapered impedances are considered. Results are compared to
moment method and physical optics predictions and to measured data. The
scattering pattern of a uniform impedance strip was seen to behave as
that for a conducting strip, but at a lower level. However, tapering
the impedance was seen to significantly decrease the sidelobe levels
relative to the main lobe. Also, applying an impedance load to a
conducting strip reduced the sidelobe levels. This was most pronounced
for loads of tapered impedance. The modified UTD approach accurately
predicted the sidelobe levels and locations for the simple impedance
st,.-, , and worked fairly well for the impedance-loaded coxuducting
strips. The predictions for all geometries were better near broadside
incidence than near edge-on.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING FROM IMPEDANCE STRIPS
AND IMPEDANCE-LOADED CONDUCTING STRIPS
I. Iutroductlon
Electromagnetic Scattering
The field of electromagnetics affects many facets of today's
society. Applications include items from telephones to satellites, and
from radio to microwave ovens. One common application is that of radar.
Radar Is used, among other thinigs, to monitor aircraft, to observe
weather conditions, and even to write speeding tickets.
Radar operates by emitting energy in the form of an electro-
ma-nonti ,.yo,, te~n it- strilt anr nfl 0  this energyn .s cr.. with
some of the scattered energy returning to the radar. This returned
energy indicates to the radar the presence of the object, and can also
provide information about the object, such as velocity and posit.ion.
Scattering occurs because the incident field excites electrical
currents in the target. These currents in turn cause a new elpctro-
magnetic wave to emanate from the target. This is the scattered field.
Monostatic scattering, or backscatter, refers to the energy scattered
back in the direction of the incident field. Bistatic scattering refers
to energy scattered in other directions.
There are many ways to predict scattering. These include high
frequency techniques such as geometrical optics (GO), physical optics
(PO), and the uniform theory of diffraction (UrD). GO considers
incident, reflected, and refracted fields. PO approximates the currents
1.1
induced on the scatterer by the incident magnetic fiold, then determines
the field chat these currents reradiate. UTD considers the GO field
plus the various possible diffractions from edges, corners, surface
curvature, electrical oiscontinuities and so on. Integral equation
methods are a low frequency approach. An integral equation is written
relating the currants induced on the scatterer to the incident field.
Numerical methods, such as the method of moments, are then used to
determine the currents. As with P0, the scattered field is then found
from the induced currents. Integral equation methods are highly
accurate; however, solving the irtegral equation typically requires
large amounts of computer time. UTD is also very accurate in the high
frequency realm and is computationally efficient. However, its
application to non-conducting materials is a relatively new topic. Some
work has been accomplished in the past several years, (2, 13), while
much more remains to be done.
adaiol d Szi . The amount of energy scattered by a target
in a given direction determines its radar cross section (RCS). An
object's RCS is dependent on many things; these include the object's
size, shape, and composition. RCS also depends on the incident wave's
frequency and polarization, as well as the relative orientation of the
object and the radar. RCS is given by the formula
o - lim,. 4%R (1.1)
1.2
where R is the distance between the radar and the target, ka is the
scattered field, and E, is the incident field at the target.
When the scatterer is defined in only two dimensions, such as an
infinitely long strip, it is characterized by a two-dimensional radar
echo length, also called the scattering width. This is written as
0 2D = limR_ 2icR (1.2)
RCS Reduction. Reducing an object's RCS decreases the electro-
magnetic energy that it scatters towards the radar receiver, thus
reducing the chance that the radar detects the object. This provides
the object a greater chance of survival in a hostile environment. There
a
are three methods used to r-iduce an objects RCS: shaping, use of radar
absorbing material or structure (KM or RAS), and impedance loading
(9:190-192).
Shaping reduces an object's RCS by causing the incident wave to
scatter in directions where it w'11 not cause a threat to detection.
Typically, scattering back into the forward sector is undesirable and
vehicles are designed to scatter radar energy to the side or rear when
illuminated from the forward sector. Another shaping objective is to
eliminate geometries that have a large RCS, such as dihedral and
trihedral corners. Disadvantages of shaping are that the shape needed
for low RCS might not be consistent with the object's mission. For
instance, shaping might impede the aerodynamics of an aircraft. Also,
desired shapes might be difficult to manufacture.
1.3
RAM and RAS reduce the scattered energy by converting some of the
incident wave into heat, or by creating multiple echos that cancel one
another. RAM is usually applied to an existing structure, while RAS
refers to a structure itself that has been designed as an absorber.
Disadvantages of RAM are that most types are heavy or bulky, and are
often frequency sensitive. RAM and RAS are also expensive.
Impedance loading, or passive cancellation, involves the
application of an impedance load to an object to alter its scattering
characteristics (4; 5). This may be done to reduce the sidelobes of an
antenna, or to create nulls in a scattering pattern. Impedance loading
alters the frequency response of an object, since the loads create new
scattering sources which cause destructive interference at certain
frequencies but not at others. A disadvantage of loading is that its
effects are typically frequency dependent.
In practice, a combination of these three methods may be needed to
control radar scattering. Shaping and the application of RAM and RAS
have been rigorously investigated and research is continuing in these
areas. Applications of loading have not been as thoroughly explored,
since its effects are frequency sensitive. This is not a desired trait
for RCS reduction, but it is in antenna design and other areas. With
these applications in mind this study will investigate the use of
impedance loading on conducting strips.
Impedance Loading. Previous work on impedance loading has shown
it to be significant in altering scattered fields (4,5,14). Haupt and
Liepa (5:57) calculated a 15 dB decrease in the edge-on scattering of a
conducting strip by applying a parabolically tapered resistive load.
1.4
They also developed synthesis techniques for applying tapered loads to
conducting strips to generate low sicelobes and nulls at specific angles
in the scattering patterns (5:57-79). Harrington investigated the
introduction of a resonant current mode in an object due to the presence
of a reactive load (4). If no other current modes are near resonance,
the resonant current mode of the load becomes dominant. The scattering
is then nearly identical to that from this mode alone.
The integral equation method, also called the method of moments or
simply moment method, has been used to predicc the scattering from
impedance strips (12,15,16) and impedance loaded conducting strips (5).
Moment methods, however, can only be easily applied to small objects
(9:57). When the object is larger than several wavelengths moment
methods become inefficient and high frequency techniques, such as UTD,
are more desirable.
Uniform Theory of Diffraction. UTD is a very accurate high
frequency method. It is a ray method, and it determines the scattered
field as a combination of the CO field and various diffracted fields.
Keller (8) first introduced the edge diffracted field in his GTD, which
gave a simple geometric interpretation to the edge diffracted field.
However, his solution became singular in certain regions in space.
Kouyoumjian and Pathak (10), using asymptotic methods and the exact
eigenfunction solutions for a conducting wedge, developed a uniform
geometrical theory of diffraction within the context of Keller's
sol.ution.
The UTD is applied to an object with an edge by using a
diffraction coefficient that was rigorously derived for an edge in the
1.5
canonical shape of a wedge. The UTD is very accurate when the necessary
diffraction coefficients are 4vailable. Diffractions can arise from
geometrical discontinuities such as edges and corners, from
discontinuities in electrical parameters, from curved surfaces and so
on. Most of the work to date has dealt with perfect conductors.
Burnside and Burgener (2) developed an approximate diffraction
coefficient for an edge in a thin lossless dielectric slab. Their
approach scaled the perfect electrical conductor diffraction
coefficients in accordance with changes in the GO field. Rojas (13) has
rigorously developed complicated expressions for the diffraction of an
arbitrarily-polarized plane wave obliquely incident on a planar surface
with an impedance discontinuity and on an impedance half-plane.
Problem Statement
Predicting the scattering from complex objects, such as an
airplane, is a very difficult problem. Simpler geometries must be
irves igated first to reveal some scattering characteristics. This
study will, investigate the scattering behavior of impedance strips and
impedance loaded conducting strips.
The goals of this thesis are to:
1. Develop a UTD based computer code to ca.culate the scattering
from impedance strips and impedance loaded conducting strips.
2. Verify the UTD methods and the developed code through
comparisons of UT) predictions to RCS measurements and moment
method predictions.




Development of the UTD methods used to predict scattering from
impedance edges and junctions are contained in chapter 2. First the UTD
formulation for diffraction from an edge in a perfect conductor is
presented, and is used to determine the multiply diffracted fields for a
perfectly conducting strip. Scaling terms based on the GO field are
then presented which modify the UTD diffraction coefficients for the
cases of impedance edges and junctions.
The methods developed in chapter 2 are applied to scattering from
strips in chapter 3. Simplifications that can be used to make
scattering width predictions are discussed. The methods used to predict
the scattering width of impedance strips and impedance loaded conducting
strips are developed. The use of UTD to predict scattering from an
a impedance taper is also examined. Methods used for comparison with the
UTD predictions are also presented.
Scattering predictions are presented in chapter 4. Diffraction
sources and the effects that different loads have on them are discussed.
Then the UTD predictions are compared to moment method predictions to
determine the accuracy of the UTD method.
RCS measurements made on impedance strips and impedance loaded
conducting strips are presented in chapter 5. The measurements are
compared to UTD and moment method predictions. Target mounting methods
and impedance measurement techniques are also discussed.
Finally, chapter 6 summarizes the information presented in this
thesis, Conclusions on the effects of impedance loading and on the
accuracy of the UTD method are drawn, based on the information contained
1.7
herein. Potential applications of this work and areas where further
research can be conducted are also presented.
1.8
II. Theory
Formulae that will be used to predict scattering from impedance
strips and impedance-loaded conducting strips are developed herein.
First, the Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD) is reviewed. Its
application to the first-order scattering from the edge of a conducting
semi-infinite half-plane and from a finite conducting strip is
discussed. The multiply-diffracted fields for the finite conducting
strip are also discussed and determined. Next, the GO field for an
impedance plane is found, and the reflection and transmission
coefficients are noted. Finally, a heuristically modified UTD
formulation is presented which incorporates these coefficients to
predict the scattering from impedance edges and Junctions.
Uniform Theory of Diffraction
The electromagnetic scattering from a conducting object in the
high-frequency regime can be decomposed into GO and diffracted fields.
The GO field consists of an incident field from the source and the
reflection of this field by the object. Expressions for these fields
may be found in (1:782; 11:8-18), they will not be discussed here. If
the scattering object is a half-plane, chen the reflected and incident
fields create shadow boundaries as shown in figure 2.1. The angles 0,
0' and distances p, p' are defined in this figure. Note that the source
is located by the polar coordinates (p', ý') and the observer is located
by the polar coordinates (p, 0). The reflection shadow boundary (RSB)














Figure 2.1. Two Dimensional Edge Diffraction for a Perfectly-Conducting
Half-Plane
located at w - i +
Since the reflected field stops abruptly at the RSB, and the
incident field stops abruptly at the ISB, the GO field is discontinuous
across both shadow boundaries. UTD eliminates these discontinuities by
adding the diffracted field to the CO solution.
Diffraction from an Edge in a Conductor.. The diffracted field
from the edge of a conducting half-plane is (10:1452):
ud = ui(QE) D,,h (2.1)
where ui(Qj) is the field incident at the edge (QE), k is the free space
wave number 2r/A, and D.,h iS the diffraction coefficient. The
2.2
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Figure 2.2. Soft and Hard Boundary Conditions
subscripts s and Ii denote soft or hard boundary conditions (transverse
electric (TE or E) or transverse magnetic (TM or H) polarization)
respectively, as shown in figure 2.2. For the soft case, u represents
E; for the hard case, u represents H. Thus, either polarization is
treated as a scalar problem.
The diffraction coefficient is given by (10:1456):
Ds h(O', 0, L) - -exp I-j (7(/4) ]
2V2ýrk (2.2)
f F[kLa(ý-O')] ; F[kLa(ý ÷/)]1lcos[(4.-01)l•2 cos[(0+0")i2]
where
2.3
L - PP / (2.3)
.- 7
a(x) - 2cos 2 (x/2) (2.4)
F(x) = 2;JveJI-fe'Ji3dv (2.5)
The cransition function F(x), as introduced by Kouyoumjian and Pathak,
contains a Fresnel integral which is easily evaluated using a computer
algorithm. contained in (1:850).
The diffraction coefficient may be expressed as:
D.,*( L',-,L) D('-q0) + D(0* ') (2.6)
where
D(O •tf)=-exp(-jffi4) F[kha(0±01)] (2.7)
2ý2jjk cos[(O±ý')/2](27
The D(, - 0') term is discontinuous at the 1SB, while the D(O + 0') term
is discontinuous at the RSB. These discontinuities compensate for 'hose
in the GO field, yielding a smooth and continuous total field. This is
expected, since the diffracted field was found in a rigorous manner.
Scattering from a finite strip can be calculated using UTD edge
diffractions. Since high frequency edge diffraction is a local
phenomenon, the diffracted field formulation for either edge of a finite
strip is identical to that for the edge of a half-plane. Scattering
from the strip then consists of the GO field and the diffracted fields
from the two edges. In contrast to the half-plane, the strip has two












Figure 2.3. Scattering Geometry of a Strip
only between the RSBs and the incident field is present everywhere
except between the ISBs.
I•ltiple DiffractioI. Double diffractions are fields that
diffract from one edge, travel along the surface of the strip, and then
diffract from the opposite edge. This is illustrated in figure 2.4.
The doubly diffracted rays that travel again along the surface back to
the original edge produce triple diffractions, and so on to infinity.
These are all considered multiple diffractions.
All multiple diffractions may be accounted for in closed form.







Figure 2.4. Double Diffractions for a Strip
traveling above (or below) the strip from one edge to the other can be
expressed as a single composite field above (or below) the strip. The
tota! field difffrav'ed from each edgeo s due to these "emposite fields
and the incident field diffracting from that edge.
At this point, we wish to find expressions for the total
diffracted fields emanating from points QE, and QE,. Recall that
equations (2.1) through (2.5) describe any one diffraction, where
(p', 0') locate the source relative to the point of diffraction (QE),
and (p, ý) locate the field point (observer) relative to QE. This was
illustrated in figure 2.1. When one considers a finite strip and
singly-diffracted fields only, it is natural to introduce the notation
QE,, Qrs, p9!, P1, 11', 1, PZ', Pz, #2' , 2; as shown in figure 2.3.
(Where p' normally denotes distance from the source to the edge
diffraction point QE, Pi' now denotes the distance from the source to
QE,, and so on.) However, when one considers multiply-diffracted
fields, the edges become additional source points, and the problem
2.6
soOurce (S) Field Point (P)
QUl
4d 1A
Figure 2.5. 1{ultiple Diffraction Fields for a Strip
solution involves writing field expressions which treat the edges as
observation points also. The notation can quickly become very
cumbersome; certain choices will avoid this. Here, we will reserve the
variables (p1', 01'), (Pr, 00. (P2', 02'). 02' t2 ) to locate the source
point (S) and field point (P) relative to the two edges, as shown in
figure 2.3. The incident field is denoted u', the total diffracted
field from QE, is denoted uI, and the total diffracted field from QE, is
denoted ud. These fields are illustrated in figure 2.5. (We refer to
d 2 and ud as "total" diffracted fields since they are the result of the
incident field and aii infinite number of multiply-diffracted fields
illuminating QE, and QE., respectively. Also, note that our solution
will necessarily involve the ray of uf that propagates to Q. via paths
both above and below the strip; thus, these ray paths are shown in
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figure 2.5 along with the ray that propagates to P. A similar remark
holds for ug.)
The total diffracted fields uf and ul at the field point P are
given by
u ( u±(QE,)Ds.1(4'. 01, EL) +4ud(QO)D.h(O, L3 )
+ 1 ud ( I.,,)) e 'Jk) ( (2 
.8 .a)
+(P Du Q,) +D..d(2, •l,
U2 [UiQE1 ). h(02', 0z. LI) 'I 10 )h02, L'.)
+ 
eu' (Q.)' D . (2, 
(2 .8 .b )
+ U 1 E. h 2, 0, 0 7 7
where the factors of I account for grazing incidence (10), the
superscripts T and B refer to rays that Lravel to an edge point QE via a




L,2 - P2P2 (2.9.b)
- p1d (2.9.c)
SPd (2.9.d)
To solve for uf(P) and '4(P). we begin by writing the following
expressions from eq (2.8)
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udt) = [uQ) D.. ,(0, , L du(QT,) D.Bh(0,0, L6 )
+ d d2( b ( f. 'O "6 )] e _-kd (2 .10 
.a )
+dQI Iu(QE,) D,, (27r, L50 uE Uh(' -- •--- .h( ,2rS
+ 1B -k 
( .1 .b
u1(Q•,) = [2u(QE)Dsh(21,27r,Lr) + (QDhT
2U EO, Ih0,• L)
+ Iu2(QEz) dBDa~h(2,2r.1,LO)]eJdV (2.10.b)
dd T2+ 1.au2 (QE [u' (Q,,) D=.,h (02, 0,L,) +2 1u(O:g,) D., (0,O, L6)
d/21 d B ) e _jkd (2 .10 .c)
d~ B+. d '2QT
u(Q• P = (Q" ) DS 2•6,2r, L7) 2. 1 u Er,) D.,h02ff, L6)




L7 Pd (2. 11. c)
Let A, B, and %C be (known) complex quantities defined as
Ik e-'Jkd
D = h ( ., , L ) - F, -dh• • . 2 , 5 ( 2 .1 2 .a )
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B-k = 'D72 (2r O .) 
-•-
-- D(,,d •(2.12.b)
=-'D.h0 2',,L,) e-'kd 1%I
_2 .. (Drd 7h(27r, 21rLs) 
-r
Ds.h(',0Le = -DSh(,2" =L 7 ) e'-kd (2.12.c)
2 ,~ (0' , •r2._.2.c
where we have used the fact that a 21r ;zhange in either of the first two
arguments of D,.h produces a sign change in D.7h. Eqs (2.10) may then be
rewritten as:
u,(Q,) = Au'(QE) + B[u2(QE) - ud(Q,)] (2.13.a)
u,(%) 
- -_u4(Ql) (2.13 .b)
U2(•; Cui (QII) + BuI (Qi-.) -) M u d B_ (2.13.c)
u~(d= -u(QT)) (2.13.d)
Finally, using eq (2.13.d) in (2.13.a) and eq (2.13.b) in (2.13.c)
yields
ud ((g) - Au'u (QE) + 2 B• 2E (2.14.a)
ud2(QE,) = Cu' (QE) - 2Bu (QT) (2.14.b)
These two equations can be solved for ud(QL) and uI(QL,), which results
in
Au'(QE,) + 2BCu' (Qr) (2.15.a)
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Cu' (QE,) + 2ABu' (QE,) (2.15.b)
u2 , 1 - 4Bz
Substituting equations (2.13.b, d) into (2.8), and again noting that a
2r change in the first argument of D.,h produces a sign change in D,.h,
the final form for the total diffracted fields emanating from QE and QE,
is found to be
uj(P) = [u'(QE)D,,h(4W1,,Lt)
d-jkp, (2.16.a)+|+ u2d (QE,)Da.h (0,0j,L3) ]'-
u d(P) - [ul(Q,2) D,.h (402, 52 L 2 )
S-Jkp, (2.16.b)+ u•(Q•)D,.h (O 0, zL4) ] e
where eqs (2.9) define LI,2.3. 4 and eqs (2.15), (2.12), and (2.11) are
used to determine ud(Qf,) and u(QE,).
Diffractions from Impedance Edges and Junctions
The diffracted field from a perfect conductor smooths out the
discontinuities in the GO field at the shadow boundaries. Consider now
the case of a half-plane or strip with a finite impedance. The
discontinuities in the GO field are different than those for a perfect
conductor; this difference depends on the magnitudes of the reflected
and transmitted fields. Of course, the diffracted field must again
smooth these new discontinuities.
A planar sheet of finite impedance has a reflection coefficient
(R) and transmission coefficient (T) that are dependent on the sheet
impedance and on the incoming plane wave's angle of incidence. In












Figure 2.6. GO Field from dn Impedance Half Plane
respectively (where +1 is for H polarization and -1 for E polarization).
For either material the GO discontinuity across the RSB is R and that
across the ISB is 1 - T. (This assumes that the incident field's
magnitude is equal to one.) These discontinuities are indicated in
figure 2.6.
Since the GO discontinuities associated with the impedance half-
plane are scaled relative to those for the perfectly-conducting half-
plane, the diffracted field at the shadow boundaries must be scaled in
the same manner. An approximate way to determine the diffracted field
in all space is to assume that the scale factors found at the shadow
boundaries apply to all space. This was the approach used by Burnside
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and Burgener (2) for & dielectric half-plane. Thus, the diffraction
coefficient is written as
De= (l-T 8 ,,)D(½-0') + R,0hD(04 ') (2.17)
In (2), it was shown that this approach gave good agreement with moment
method calculations for a finite dielectric strip. The approach of (2)
has been applied to impedance strips (7); this method will b^ used hete.
Geometrical Optics Field from a Plane of Finite Impe,-..ce. The GO
field from an impedance plane consists of an incident, reflected, and
transmitted field. Thece are found for both polarizations assuming the
incident field is a plane wave.
Soft (TE) Boundary Conditions. The GO fields for soft
boundary conditions are:
-S! YEoexp jk(-xsinO' + ycos6'?)] (7!.a)
HI = (-kcosO' - Psin 0) -E- exp(jk(-xsine6 + ycosD')1 (2.18.b)
Xr - 2R,EEexp[jk (-xsinO' - ycos6')] (2.18.c)
H= (2cosO' - 9sin0O) R,-Loexp [jk (-xsinO' - ycosO') ] (2.18.d)
ElE V• 2 TEoexp Cjk (-xs inSl + y,;os01) 1 (2.18.e)
H' (-kcos' - fsinfl) T 8 -5 exp(jkC-xsinO' +ycosO')] (2.18.f)
where Ei, Hi are the incident electric, magnetic fields, Er, HI are the







Figure 2.7. GO Fields for
Soft Polarization
electric, magnetic fields. E. is the magnitude of the incident electric
field, Zo is free space impedance (37711), R. and T, are the reflection
and transmission coefficients for soft boundary conditions, and a' is
the plane wave's incident angle, mveasured counterclockwise from the
plane's noriual as shown in figure 2.7. The source is assumed to be in
the y>O half space, mandating the condition -x/2 < 0i < w/2.
R. and 1, are found by applying the appropriate boundary
conditions. The tangential components of the electric field must be
continuous across the impedance plane:
E + - E' E r 1y-o (2.19)
This leads to:
Ts = 1 + R5 (2.20)
The tangential component of the magnetic field is discontinuous across
the impedance plane by the strip current density:
O x [(a"• + 12) -E1 l 4 " ., (2.21)
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EnterJng the magnetic field expressions and using eq (2.20), this can be
solved to obtain:
J = -22R.cosOt e-Jek'in0' (2.22)
The strip current density is equal to the total tangential electric
field divided by the strip impedance:
j, ý Z. Z E: 0 (2.23)
----- ly-.G
This is solved for R. using eqs (2.22), (2.18.a), and (2.18.c):
_ 1
R - (?.24)R 1= + 2??Cos0o •
where q is the normalized impedance, Z/Z o .
Results for R. and T- are plotted in figure 2.8 as functions of
strip resistance and incident angle. Notice that R. is -1 and T. is 0
when ,n is 0, as they should be for a perfect conductor. The GO fields
are now determined by using the expressions for R, and T8 in eqs (2.24)
and (2.20) in eqs (2.18).
Hard (TM) Boundary Conditions. The GO fields for hard
boundary conditions are:
91 = Eo (IcosO' + Psin0l) exp [jk (-xsinOi + ycosO')] (2.25.a)
HI .- -L'oexp[jk(_xsinOI + ycosOe)] (2.25.b)
zo
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H= 2RhE-2 exp [jk (-xsinO' - ycos8w)] (2.25. d)
z"
XI TE 0 (k•cosO' +ftsinO') exp jk (-xsinO' + ycos0')] (2.25.e)
H 2 =Th.-exp[jk(-xsin0' + ycos0')] (2.25.f)
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where Rh and Th are the reflection and transmission coefficients for
hard boundary conditions. The fields are displayed in figure 2.9. Once
Hi Hx
Figure 2.9. GO Fields for Hard
Polarization
again, boundary conditions are applied to obtain solutions for RIh, T h,
and J. The electric field must be continuous across the impedance
plane:
E t w E .E r Iy-o (2.26)
This results in:
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Th - 1 - Rh (2.27)
The tangential component of the magnetic field is discontinuous across
the impedance plane by the strip current density:
-J =9x [(HI +H') -H t ] Ily0 (2.28)
This yields the strip current density:
7 "= k2Ph E.- ejkxh int (2.29)
Z.
Finally, the strip current density is equal to the total tangential
electric field divided by the strip impedance:
E + E; ,Y (2.30)
This is solved to obtain an expression for Rh:
Rh = cosi (2.31)T,_ + -cos T?
Rh and Th are plotted as functions of nj and 0 in figure 2.10.
Notice that Rh is 1 and Th is 0 when q is 0, as they should be for a
perfect conductor. The GO fields can be found by using the expressions
for Rh and TI, in (2.31) and (2.27) into eqs (2.25).
A Modified Diffraction Coefficient for Impedance .dges. A
formulation for the edge diffraction of an impedance half-plane was
developed by Joseph (7), this will now be presented. The reflection and
transmission coefficients from the previous section were used to scale
the diffraction coefficient for the perfect conductor, as shown:
D ),.,,L,Z) = -T D -T. (..32)
,=h• hi D( ') + R,.hD(o + ')I 2.18
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Figure 2.10. Reflection and Transmission Coefficients for Hard=
Polariszation
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This expression reduces to the correct form for a perfectly conducting
edge, where Rsh - T1 and T.,h - 0.
There are two problems with the above formulation, both of which
deal with the reflection and transmission coefficients. The first
problem applies only to soft boundary conditions. When 0i - 90', Ra and
T, are -1 and 0, respectively, the same as for a perfect conductor.
Thus, the edge-on scattering prediction for the impedance half-plane
will be identical to that for the perfectly-conducting half-plane. This
is counter to what one would expect, due to the nature of the impedance
half-plane as opposed to the conducting half-plane. Comparisons of
predictions using the modified UTD solution with measurements and with
an eigenfunction solution have indeed illustrated this problem. To
overcome this, R. and T. are determined using 6i - 0° over all incidence
angles. Since R. and T. depend on the cosine of 09, where 0' - 0 at
normal incidence, this will solve the near edge-on problem without
markedly changing the predictions elsewhere.
The other problem is that the above diffraction coefficient does
not satisfy reciprocity. R,.b and T.,. are functions of the incident
angle 0, and not the scattered angle 0'. Therefore, if 0 and 0' are
interchanged, the diffracted field prediction will also change.
However, as the observer approaches a shadow boundary (where the
diffracted field is most significant), the solution becomes reciprocal.
Two ways were considered to overcome this problem. The first uses a
constant incidence angle to determine R,,h and T.,h. This method was
already chosen to determine F, and T, in order to overcome che edge-on
scattering problems. For hard boundary conditions, the incident angle
2.20
81 is taken as the average of 0 and 0', which forces the solution to
satisfy reciprocity. Naturally, the assumption is being made that this
will improve the approximate solution.
The reflection and transmission coefficients are now given by:
-1 1
R Z * + I (2.33.a)
cose
22 + cos6J
Tash = 1 * R.,h (2.33.b)
where
0 + 6÷ (2.34)
where 0 < 0' < 7T/2 and 0' is measured either clockwise or counterclock-
wise from the nearest surtace normal, so that 0 5 6 5 -.T/2, as seen in
figure 2.11.
SModified Diffraction Coefficient for Impedance Jun':tioMs. A
formulaton for the diffraction at an impedance junction was developed by
Joseph (7), in a manner similar to that for the impedance half-plane.
Although the development is similar, unique problems arise. The
discontinuity across the RSB is now RA,,h - RBh, and the discontinuity
across the ISB is T ,h T,.h, as seen in figure 2.11. This
discontinuity corresponds to the decrease in the field while moving in
the positive 0 direction. When these discontinuities are used to scale







Figure 2.11. Scattering from the Junction of Two
Impedance Half Planes
D(2) B• T•h4
D.h•..L,.ZA,^ZB) - (Th- T'.h) D(q ) (2.35)
(R . R l " +,(A:)
where both 0 and #' are measured from material A. The problems
discussed for the case of edge diffraction are also present here, and
are also overcome using R,,b and T,,h from ,qs (2.33.a) and (2.33.b).
However, an additional problem exists. Different solutions are obteined
depending on which material is chosen as A or B (7). This is
illustrated as follows. Number the materials as one and two, as shown
in figure 2.12. First material I is selected as A and material 2 as B;
then A and B are reversed. Recall that ý, 0' are measured from A; thus
they are measured as shown in figure 2.12, where we rename them as @, #'
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Figure 2.12. Possible Choices for Material A and Material B
ir - 0 < r .(2.36.a)31r- 7 r< <27
and
"bI 0- O t'< < c2r (2.36.b)
Consider the first term in eq (2.35), which smooths the ISB. Evaluating
this term for the case of figure 2.12a:
(T-h-"h)D(t-&) = (2b-T,,h)D(t -•") (2.37)
Evaluating this term for the case of figure 2.12b:
(T,.,,b - e,.•) D(, - T' .',, - 7-4,h)
D W('- 4)) TE , ý'<Qn (2.38)




(T;9,h- 7ý4 h) D(V/ -4')1 =(h- T4 _)I , 'o$,$'cx or
-D(-$0) jor,$'2n (2.39)
D(-' { OC$Cit<$'27t or
Consider the second term in eq (2.35) which smooths the RSB.
Evaluating this term for the case of figure 2.12a:
(Rs,hR.h)D(t+ 0/) = (R:,h-RN,h)D(4+ 0') (2.40)'
Evaluating this term for the case of figure 2.12b:
(R,4,• R,.,1,) D( + 01=(R,2,h - ,,h
D(2n - -4') 0 <$,$'<r
lD(6T - -4') n <4C, 4p<2n (2.41)
D m(4= -r 0' <tl<<2 u
lfl(4A -, -') O< <'<<21
This reduces to:
(R, --Rash) D(O + (R1, h )- R.J.O'----
D O<$'n00,'<It or (2.42)
$0<4<%<)'<27n or-D(• •') 0<ý/<,n<4<2-n
Thus, the choice of material A and B affects the solution.
However, when the source and observer are in the same half-space, where
the RSB term is more significant, the two RSB terms agree. This is seen
when comparing eq (2.40) to (2.42). Likewise, when the source and
observer are on opposite sides of the plane, where the ISB term is more
significant, the two ISB terms agree. This is seen when comparing eq
(2.37) to (2.39). This suggests a solution that incorporates only the
more significant term of eq 2.35 (7):
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(-)= L (Ra- RDh)B +4") lit,',4 '2 (2.43)
where Rh and T,:h are determined from eqs (2.33).
Although eq (2.43) omits one of the diffraction terms, the result
is still very similar to that when both terms are present. This can be
seen in figure 2.13. The diffraction from the junction of two impedance
half planes is plotted, where the reflection and transmission
coefficients for material 1 are R - -0.75 and T - 0.25 and for material
2 are R - -0.25 and T - 0.75. The figures display the cosine terms
(scaled by the reflection or transmission coefficients) of the far field
diffractions only. Figure 2.13.a gives the bistatic prediction for 01
0' =nA - .fi.. 2 19 'A ' giv.s the b.stnt.ic prei.ction for .- 0 LL1
figures show the results of the equivalent term only and the results
when both terms are incorporated, with either material 1 or material 2
chosen as A.
The equivalent term is seen to be an average of the other two
curves. This is because the non-equivalent terms differ in sign, and
will cancel each other when averaged. The results of all three methods
are nearly identical near the shadow boundaries, and are still very
similar elsewhere. It should be noted that in figure 2.13.b, where 0 -
60', there is more disagreement between the three curves. This can be
explained because each term is most significant near its shadow
boundary. When the shadow boundaries are close together the omitted,
non-equivalent, term is still large, producing a larger disagreement
between the three diffraction patterns.
2.25
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Figure 2.13. Bistatic Diffractions from an Impedance 
Junction
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III, Scattering Width Predictions of Impedance Strips
and Impedance-Loaded Conducting Strips
The formulae developed in the previous chapter are applied herein
to predict the scattering width of impedance strips and impedance loaded
conducting strips. First, scattering width simplifications are
incorporated into these formulae. Then, they are used to create Fortran
programs that predict scattering from impedance strips and impedance
loaded conducting strips. The method used to model a tapered impedance
in these programs is also discussed. Finally, integral equation and
physical optics methods that are used to evaluate the UTD method's
accuracy are briefly discussed.
Simpliflcations
Scattering width is the two-dimensional RCS. Scattering width is
defined in eq 1.2:
I I'12
R - • indicates that the diffracted field variables p, p' - w also.
This allows the incident field to be modeled as a uniforw plane wave,
and causes the two ISBs and the two RSBs from each edge of the strip to
be parallel. The area between the RSBs, where the reflected field
exists, subtends nearly zero angle when viewed from far away. The area
between the ISBs, where the incident field is absent, also subtends
nearly zero angle for large p. This can be seen in figure 3.1; as p-0,









.:.[[:>[ Region between two RSBs and between two ISBs
Figure 3.1. Geometry to Show That GO Reflected Field is Not Present in
Far Zone Scattering (p-•) of Strip, Plane Have Illumination
angular region where the incident field is shadowed by the strip),
approach 0. Therefore the GO reflected field is not present in the far
zone (except precisely along the RSB, where it is of no use since this
is a caustic).
A simplification that can be used when determining scattering
width occurs because L approaches infinity when both p and p' approach
infinity. This causes F[kLa(o ± 0')] = 1 (10:1453), except on the
shadow boundaries where a(0 ± 0') - 0 and the argument of F becomes
indeterminate. F[kLa(O ± 0')] can therefore be replaced with one when
determining scattering width (single diffraction component only) except
directly on the shadow boundaries. However, the observer can be placed
3.2
infinitely close to the shadow boundary, and scattering patterns can be
ca]nulated using F[klat ± ý ')] - 1. That is, instead of attempting to
determine the scattered fields directly on one of the shadow boundaries,
one can determine the field slightly to either side of it. Accurate
results are obtained since the scattered field is continuous. This
eliminates the need to calculate F(kLa(o ± 0')).
In the scattering width predictions the center of the strip is
used as phase reference for the incident field, El. Since scattering
width is independent of I I', this magnitude is set equal to one at the
center of the strip. Because the incident field is a uniform plane
wave, it also has a magnitude of one at the strip's edges. Figure 3.2






Figure 3.2. Strip Geometry Variables for Scattering Width
Determinations
distance from the source to the strip's center and R is the distance
from the strip's center to the observer; both R, R' ca . 01 and 06 are
the incident and scattered angles as discussed in chapter 2. The
diffraction variables are determined from R, R', 81, and 0' as follows
3.3
P -,2 R T Isinol (3.2.a)
p12= R 4 dsinds (3.2.b)
4012 = ir/2 ± 91 (3.3.a)
ý1.2= 1r/2 ± 0' (3.3.b)
The scattering width is independent of phase, unly the relative phase
between scattering sources is important. The relative phase distances,
ieferenced to the strip's center, are given by
al,2 fi Px_ = 'sin~i (3.4.a)
a,= P,2 - R = Tsin~s (3.4.b)
a,2 P12'
In additicn, since the distance a,2 is very small compared to P2, R
can replace P1.2 for magnitude determinations.
. *tant Impedance Strips
To predict the scattering width of a constant impedance strip, the
effects of multiple diffractions are incorporated. Eqs 2.16 account for
all multiple diffractions in predicting the scattered field. These are
repeated here with the value for L given for scattering width
dp.--rmir. Its:
u ,P) --u DQ.)•"1% IU.h (0,1, 0,1, L-•)
I u(QT, ei0 , 1  d)je- ' (3.5.a)
3R
3.4
u (P) D.t( ", (0'.h 0.2..L''-)
+ Ud D,-(0,02,dI e-jka (3.5.b)
DO() is given in eq 2.32. The composite multiple diffraction fields,
d(QT,) and ud(QT2) are given in eqs 2.15 and are repeated here:
d T AUl (QEd) + 2 BCul (QE,) (3.6.a)
u1 (QE) 1 - 4B2
d T Cui(QE,) + 2BAu'(QE,) (3.6.b)
U2(QEI) 1 - 4B2
A, B, and C are given in eqs 2.12. They are repeated here with the
distance parameter's (I.) value entered for scattering width
determinations:
.,h , 0, (3.7.a)
B l D(1) ( ,0,d 2 e (-I d)
B D 17(.O,d/2) ehdA (3.7.b)
C D.- \(04, O, d) e(ikd) (3.7.c)
Using the center of the strip as phase reference, the incident field at
the edges of the strip is given by:
u =(QE,.,) - exp(±jkdsin6') (3.8)
These equations are incorporated into three programs to predict
the scattering width of a constant impedance strip from 0P - 0.50 to
89.50* Two programs calculate the monostatic scattering width for E-
Polarization and for H-Polarization. The third calculates the bistatic
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scattering width for H-Polarization. In these programs the strip's
width (in wavelengths) and normalized impedance are entered. The
incident angle is also entered in the bistatic program. The scattering
width in dBA is returned.
Impedance Loaded Conducting Strips
Multiple diffractions are not considered for loaded strips, due to
their increased complexity and because the heuristic UTD modifications
are not accurate near edge-on incidence or scattering, which is the case
for these multiple diffractions. Only single diffractions are
considered. Diffractions from the junctions of the conducting strip and
the load are determined using D,2, from eq 2.43. Diffractions from the
outer edges of the loads are determined using D,1I• from eq 2.32. The
incident field is given in eq (3.8). The term c/-JKP/p in eq (2.1) is
also replaced by e-jka/JR.
Two Fortran programs to predict the monostatic scattering width of
a loaded strip using single diffractioiis were written. Each does this
for either E or H-Polarization. Scattering is evaluated from 0e - 0.50
to 89.50 in dBA.
Variable Impedance Strins and Conducting Strips with Tapered Loads.
Again only single diffractions are considered for these
geometries. Diffractions from the conductor/load junctions and the
loads' edges are determined in the same manner as for a strip with a
constant load. To predict scattering from tapered loads, they are
modeled as a sequence of constant impedance loads (7). The impedance of
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Figure 3.3. Tapered Impedance Modelling
figure 3.3. In all predictionp presented herein the model used ten
loads per wavelength, the same as the moment method predictions. It was
found that as few as five loads per wavelength in the model provided
good results, and ten loads per wavelength produced nearly identical
results as using fifty. This is shown in figure 3.4 for backscatter
from a loaded strip, where the loads have a 4x 2 taper. Diffractions
from the junction of each of these loads are determined using D(2) in
eq 2.43. Diffractions from the outer edges of the loads are determined
using D.(1 from eq 2.32.
Four Fortran programs which predict the scattering width of this
geometry using single diffractions were written. Two predict the
monostatic scattering width for either E or H-Polarization. The other
two programs make bistatic scattering width predictions for the two
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Figure 3.4. Backscatter from a 2A conducting strip with 1A,
S- 4x 2  loads: n - 5, 10, 20 models in the load: E-Polarization
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These programs could also be used to predict the scattering width
of tapered impedance strips, constant impedance strips, or conducting
strips with constant loads. The impedance strip calculations are made
by entering zero when prompted for the conductor width. The constant
loads are simply computed by entering one when prompted for the number
of loads in the taper model.
Method of Comparison for Validation of UTD Predictions
Tntegral Equation Method. In order to verify the accuracy of the
UTD scattering predictions, a reliable scattering prediction is
required. Haupt (5) investigated scattering from impedance loaded
conducting strips and resistive tapers using an integral equation
approach. He related the incident field to the surface current that it
induces (5:12,13). For TE polarization:
d
HoejkxcosO. = J.()J(x) M+ k (X, )H(2(k x-xI-)dxI (3.9.a)
and for TM polarization:
HosinoteJkx(CcOS x i(x)J1 (x)
d (3.9.b)+ kj(f I H (2) (kl -x'I) x
where the strip lies along the x-axis, centered at x-0. Ho is the
magnitude of the incident magnetic field, 0. is the angle of the
incident plane wave measured from the positive x-axis, n(x) is the
normalized surface impedance at x, J 2,x(x) is the surface current at x,
and ±d are the positions of the strip's edges on the x-axis.
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The method of momTtts is used to solve these two equations for
J•,,(x). Puls3 basis functions and % 10 point per wavelength sazmpling
interval aie used in the moment method routine (5:16--26). The
scattering width is then found from the surface currents (5:40). For TE
Polarization:
%2 k = Id-f. ex') °' dx (3.l0.a)
and for T4 polaiizzi'on:
d 2(12 sin4,of J"X ,x) e ~k~ ° ¢ d : (3.10 .b)
o0 I 
-d
A program using this nmethod to-predict scattering width wzas obtained (6)
to verify the UTD method's accuracy.
* Physical Optics Methoc. In oider to deteturne the utility of the
UTD approach its results should be co.nmpared to another method of similar
complexity. Physical Optics is also a relatively simple way to prediJ't
scattering. The PO currents were derived in chapter 2 end are given in
eqs (2.22) and (2.29). These currents are then inserted into eqs (3.10)
to determine the PO scattering width. For the PO predictions presented
herein the integrations in eqs (3.10) are performed using a rectangular
pulse integration method with 20 points per wavelength. The PO me. iod
was only used to predict the moncstatic scattering width since the 10
method does not satisfy reciprocity.
All of the predictions were made using an UNM compatible 80386
computer running at 25 MHz. The predictions were made over 179 angles
from 01 - 0.5* to 89.5* at half degree increments. As expected, the
3.10
moment method program took the longest to run at 2 minutes. It provided
both bistatic and monostatic scattering predictions. The physical
optics code took 16 seconds to run. This time could have been halved by
using only 10 points per wavelength in the integration routine. The UTD
program took from 3 seconds to run for the constant load programs, to 15
seconds for the multiload programs for a tapered strip (calculating 42
diffractions).
3.11
IV, Scattering Prediction Resulzs
Scattering predictions for impedance strips and impedance loaded
conducting strips are contained herein. First, the diffraction sources
from loaded strips are identified. The effect of different impedance
loads on them are discussed. Next the results of both UTD and moment
method predictions are plotted for various impedance strips and
impedance loaded conducting strips. The effects of the different
impedance tapers and loads on the scattering patterns are examined.
Finally, the accuracy of the UTD predictions, wen compared to the
moment method results, is discussed.
Diffraction Sources
The diffraction coefficients used to predict scattering from
impedance edges and junctions are scaled according to the
discontinuities in the GO field. This is an approximation to the
scattering solution, and has limited accuracy as either source or
observer approaches edge-on. The following discussion is based on the
scaled diffraction coefficients; its limited accuracy should be kept in
mind.
The diffractions from an impedance loaded conducting strip arise
from four locations, the two outer edges of the loads, and the two
junctions of the loads with the conducting strip. To observe the
effects of the diffraction sources on the loaded strip, the four
diffractions are combined into two pairs, those from the outer edges of
the strip, and those from the conductor/load junctionR. If each
4.1
IM
diffraction was viewed independently its effect on the cotal scattered
field would not be readily apparent.
The diffraction coefficients are scaled using the reflection and
transmission coefficients of the loads, which are functions of the load
impedance. Diffractions from the outer edges of the load are dominant
when the load has a low impedance. This is easily seen in figure 4.1;
the diffractions from the outer edges of the loads have peaks from six
to twelve dB higher than Lhe diffractions from the inner junctions.
Since the coizductor also has low impedance (zero actually), the
impedance discontinuity at the load/conductor interface is smaller than
at the loads' outer edges. Similarly, diffractions from the
load/conductor junctions are dominant when the load is of high
impedance, since the impedance discontinuities at the loads' edges are MW
smaller than at the load/conductor junctions. This is easily seen in
figures 4.2 and 4.3; the diffractions from the inner junctions have
peaks from six to ten dB higher than the diffractions from the outer
junctions.
When the diffraction coefficients for both the inner junctions and
the outer edges are scaled by the same amount, they both have an equal
influence on the total return. This occurs when R.,h - TO.5, which
happens for n - 0.5 for E-Polarization, and , - 0.5 cosO for H-
Polarization. The diffractions from a conducting strip with q - 0.5
loads are plotted in figure 4.4. The envelopes of the diffractions from
the inner junctions and the outer edges are basically identical. The
dominant diffraetion sources are also dependent on polarization.
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Polarization, while diffractions from the strip's trailing edge are
dominant for H-Polarization.
When viewing the strip at edge-on incidence, Rh approaches zero
and Th approaches one. When these values are entered into eq 2.32 they
drive D,(, to zero, indicating zero diffractions from the edges of an
impedance strip for H-Polarization. H-Polarized scattering from a
conducting strip also goes to zero for edge-on incidence, but this
results from multiple diffractions.
In contrast to the impedance edge diffractions discussed above, H-
Polarized diffractions from the load/conductor junction do not approach
zero for edge-on incidencc. If the conducting strip is an integral
number of half-wavelengths wide, however, the diffractions from each
side of it will cancel: since they are of euoa. .magnitue hbur nnnnui
sign. This has a strong impact on the H-Polarization scattering
predictions of loaded strips. These effects are seen when viewing
scattering from the inner junctions and the outer edges in figures 4.2
and 4.3. The diffractions from the outer edges go to zero, as they do
for all H-Polarization cases when 0 - 900. However, diffractions from
the load/conductor junctions at 6 - 90' are dependent on the width of
the conducting strip.
Scattering Predictions
Impedance Strips. Scattering predictions of strips with constant
impedances are presented in figures 4.5 through 4.11. In each figure
(a.) displays the impedance of the strip normalized to 377G, where x is
in wavelengths. Monostatic scattering width predictions using moment
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Figure 4.11. Scattering Predictions for a 4A impeidance strip with
vJ1- j , E-Polarization
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predictions using both moment method and UTD methods are plotted in
(c.). The P0 solution is not included for bistatic predictions because
it does not satisfy reciprocity. This format is also used for the
tapered and loaded strips-
Strips with finite, constant impedances have reduced scattering
patterns when compared to perfectly conducting strips. The strip's
scattering width decreases with increased impedance. In the limit, a
strip with infinite impedance has no scattering, since its reflection
and transmission coefficients would go to zero and one, the same as free
space. However, objects with extremely high impedances are not easily
produced. The sidelobes of the constant impedance strips' scattering
patterns are not significantly-reduced relative to the main lobe. The
total scattering pattern is, in essence, scaled by the magnitude of the
impedance strip:s reflection coefficient. 'this results in a 6.0 dB
reduction for n - 0.5 (figure 4.7), a 16.9 dB reduction for q - 3.0
(figures 4.8 and 4.9), a 20.8 dB reduction for q - 5.0 (figure ), and a
7.0 dB reduction for n - Jl.0 (figure 4.11). This reduction corresponds
to the reflection coefficient of the impedance material given in eq
2.33.a.
In addition to the overall decrease in the level of the scattering
pattern, the nulls are deeper for strips of higher impedance. This is
easily seen in figures 4.5 througn 4.11. This deepening of the nulls is
caused by an increased level of destructive interference between
diffractions from the strip's two edges. This implies that the
magnitudes of the two diffracted fields are closer for high impedance
strips than for conducting strips. This is not seen in the UTD
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predictions because both diffractions are scaled by the same value,
P-•,h, so that the same ratio exists between them as for the perfect
conductor. In addition, the edge-on scattering for the strips with high
impedances is much lower than simple scaling would suggest. This is
most easily seen in figures 4.8 and 4.10 where the edge-on scattering is
reduced by six and twelve dB in addition to the scale factor R,.
Another observation is that the sidelobes in the moment method
prediction for the reactive strip in figure 4.11 are displaced slightly
away from the main beam. The moment method code was not verified for
reactive materials, and the similarities in the peaks' positions for the
UTD and PO results indicate that the moment method code might not be
accurate for reactive materials.
The UTD prediction is practically identical to the integral
• •,=" .. ... .w •'^tin forL ,.&_L= J-P =L id- ..... ., pea t lctiy t UUCL1riI scrip in
figure 4.5. The H-Polarization case in figure 4.E shows quite a bit of
disparity between the two predictions, however. The UTD solution is
presumed to be right. The moment method prediction doesn't exhibit the
travelling wave, which is known to exist for H-Polarization. The
travelling wave's position from edge-on incidence is given by (9:149):
0 = 49.35 17T (4.1)
where 1 is the width of the strip (4A)'. This yields the location of the
travelling wave at 25' from edge-on, which corresponds to the UTD
prediction. in addition, the moment method prediction routine uses
pulse basis functions, which do not accurately solve the 2-dimensional
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integral equation for H-Polarization (3). This implies that the moment
method results should be suspect in later li-Polarization predictions.
The UTD method accurately predicts the sidelobes in the scattering
patterns of the constant impedance strips, both for monostatic and
bistatic scattering. In all E-Polarization cases the UTD sidelobe
levels for 0 < 60' are within one dB of the moment method predictions,
and are most often within 0.2 dB. The UTD method still accurately
predicts the sidelobe level for 0 > 600; the UTD and moment method
solution are within two dB of each other. The UTD method does not
accurately predict the edge-on scattering levels though, with the
differe~nces being greater for higher impedance values. The UTD method
also fails to predict the depth of the nulls.
The PC predictions were not very accurate for low impedance
values. They accurately predicted the innermo -, sidelobes, but the
accuracy rapidly diminished as 6 increased. However for higher
impedance values the PO prediction was found to be very accurate. This
is easily seen in figure 4.10 where the moment method and PO solutions
are nearly identical.
Scattering patterns of strips with tapered impedances are shown in
figures 4.12 throigh 4.16. Only one I-Polarized prediction (figure
4.16) is made because of the problems with the moment method routine and
because multiple diffractions could not be incorporated into these UTD
predictions. Applying a variable taper to a strip reduces the sidelobes
relative to the main lobe when compared to a perfectly conducting strip.
It also widens the main lobe. Increasing the itapec'ance taper decreases
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Figure 4,14. Scattering Predictions for a 4A strip with n 1/16 x 4,
E-Polarization
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Figure 4.16. Scattering Predictions for a 4A strip with q ;%x
H-Polarization
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figure 4.12 to figure 4.13 and figure 4.14 to figure 4.15. The sidelobe
levels in figure 4.13 are seven to ten dB lower than those in figure
4.12. The edge-on scattering level is also reduced by 11 dB. The main
lobe is also wider for the higher taper. Similar results are noted for
figures 4.14 and 4.15.
Increasing the impedance taper from the second to the fourth power
has practically no impact on the scattering pattern except within 300 of
broadside. The differences near broadside are easily noticed when
comparing figure 4.13 with figure 4.15. Increasing the taper's power
narrows the main lobe and creates two new sidelobes from the main lobe's
shoulder. The main lobe's magnitude also increases since the average
impedance is lower, causing greater reflection. A similar situation
occurs in the bistatic patterns, but the entire scattering patterns are
different in figures 4.13.c and 4.15c.
Again, the UTD predictions match the moment method predictions
very well near broadside. The UTD predictions are very good at
predicting the magnitude and the location of the sidelobes; within 60°
of broadside the UTD predictions differ by no more than 2 dB from the
moment method results and are usually much closer. The UTD and moment
method edge-on scattering levels vary by five to seven dB. As with the
constant impedance strips, however, the UTD predictions do not calculate
the nulls accurately. The UTD and moment method predictions for the H-
Polarization pattern presented in figure 4.16 do not match well, though.
This is likely due to the omission of multiple diffractions in the UTD
solution and thf problems previously discussed with the H-Polarization
moment method predictions. The monostatic UTD prediction is also
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observed to xise dramatically to -24 dBA approaching edge-on. This is
because the diffractions from the loads used to model the tapered
impedance are adding more or less coherently near edge-on. Although Rh
approaches 0 for all loads in the model near edge on (which would
produce zero diffractions because the GO discontinuity goes to zero),
the low impedance values in the nodel near the strip's center still
yield moderate reflection values for near grazing incidence. These can
cause significant diffractions. The sudden rise in scattering width is
similar to that seen in figure 4.3.
The PO method also predicts the sidelobe levels and positions
well, more-so near broadside. As with the constant impedance strips it
also does a better job of predicting the scattering for the higher
impedance tapers.
lmyedance-Loaded Conducting Strips. Scattering predictions for
conducting strips with constant impedance loads are presented in figures
4.17 through 4.21. Predictions were made for a 2A conducting strip with
1A loads of q - 0.5 (figures 4.17 and 4.18), q - 2 (figure 4.19), 1 - 4
(figure 4.20), and • - jO.5 (figure 4.21). In all of these cases th..
main lobes' magnitudes are reduced when compared to the unloaded
conducting strip in figures 4.5 and 4.6. This is because of the
diminisned reflection from the loads. The main lobe is also broadened.
This is because most of the scattering contributipn comes from the
conductor: which has a smaller area than the 4A conducting strip. In
addition, the loads cause a reduction in some of the sidelobe levels in
figures 4.17 and 4.18. The edge-on monostatic scattering level is also
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Figure 4.19. Scattering Predictions for a 4A loaded strip with
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Figurc 4.20 Scattering Predictions ior a 4A loaded strip with

















Figure 4.21. Scattering Predictions for a 4A loaded strip with
JO.5q loads, 1A from the strip's edges, E-Polarization
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perfect conductor. This is because these loads reduce the diffractions
from the conducting strip's edges, while not causing significant
diffractions from their own edges.
The V - 2 and q - 4 loads in figures 4.19 and 4.20 are nearly
transparent to the incident field. This is because the high impedance
values offer a low reflectance and high transmittance, similar to free
space. The resultant patterns are very similar to that of a 2A
conducting strip alone. This indicates that diffractions from the loads
outer edges are negligible compared to those from the conductor/load
junctions.
The IITD predictions correspond well to the moment method
predictions for scattering within 40* of broadside in the monostatic
predictions and, in general, over the entire bistatic predictions. Peak
level differences between the UTD and moment method solutions are less
than 2 dB within these regions. In all of the constant load cases the
UTD solution failed to predict Lhe lobing structure for 400 < 0 < 600.'
The reason for this is, in part, that the non-equivalent term in the
original diffraction coefficient is omitted for impedance junctions.
When this term is included (selecting the conducting s%.rip as side A)
the behavior of the UTD prediction in the region 40" < 0 < 60" more
closely resembles the moment method solution. This is illustrated for
backscatter from a 2A conducting strip with IA, 0.5q loads (figure
4.22.a) and 1A, 2.01 loads (figure 4.22.b).
In general, however, including the non-equivalent does not improve
the UTD solution, and more typically degrades it, as can be seen in
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Figure 4.22. Effects of Non-EquivaleLt UTD Term on Backscatter from an'
Impedance-Loaded Conducting Strip
including the non-equivalent term improves the solution is for the cases
of the constant impedance loads presented here. For other cases they
typically have a detrimental effect or no significant effect at all.
This is because the large impedance discontinuity between the conductor
and Lhe load is similar to the impedance discontinuity between the
conductor and free space, where both terms are needed. Including the
non-equivalent term may be beneficial when calculating diffractions from
a conductor/impedance junction, but this decision should be further
investigated first. In general, the PO predictions seem to match the
moment method results slightly better than the UTD predictions for the
constant impedance load cases presented here.
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Scattering predictions for strips with tapered loads are displayed
in figures 4.23 through 4.30. The tapered loads create a smoother
sidelobe envelope and yield lower sidelobe levels in general than the
constant impedance loads. The edge-on scattering levels are also
significantly reduced from the constant load cases. Whereas the
constant loads yielded monostatic edge-on scattering levels from -10 to
-17 dBA, the tapered loads provided levels from -21 to -32 dBA.
Increasing the taper of the load had an interesting affect on the
scattering patterns. This can be seen when comparing figures 4.24 and
4.26 to figures 4.25 and 4.27. The loads with the higher tapers in
figures 4.25 and 4.27 have only six lobes in the backscatter patterns.
This is a characteristic of a 3A wide strip, not 4A strips. This result
is likely due to the higher impedance levels at the outer edg !s of the
loads not contributing signi 'icantly to the scattering patterns, causing
the strip to appear only 3A wide.
Of the tapered impedance loads q - 4x 2 in figure 4.25 produces the
lowest overall monostatic scattering pattern. Although the first
sidelobe is relatively high at 18dB below the main lobe, no other lobe
is within 30dB of the main lobe, and the edge on scattering is 49 dB
below the main lobe's level, at -32dBA. This can be compared to a 4A
conducting strip which has an edge-on scattering level only 28 dB below
its main beam. The exponentially loaded strips in figure 4.28 and 4.30
also have low sidelobes which are comparable to or lower than the
sidelobe levels in figure 4.25 but edge-on scattering is six to seven dB
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Figure 4.26. Scattering Predictions for a 4X loaded strip with
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Figure 4.28. Scattering Predictions for a 4A loaded strip with
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Figure 4.30. Scattering Predictions for a 4A loade~d strip with
n- exp(x2) -1 loads 11 from the strip's edges, E-Polarization
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exponential loads have less than half the rcsistive value of the q - 4K
loads, yet still. yield similar scattering performance.
As with the constant impe( ice loaded strips the UTD predictions
and moment method predictions match closely within 40' of broadside for
monos-atic scatter and within 60° of broadside for bistatic scatter. In
many cases th3 UTD predictions closely match the moment method results
for a much larger part of the scattering pattern. Within these regions
the two methods yield peak levels that are not more than three dB apart,
and by far most UTD sidelobe levels are less than one dB off of their
moment method counterparts.
ln general the UTD predictions come very close to the moment
method predictions. The solution is especially close near broadside,
which -makesc sEnnse, Since thQ UTD nethod t!as scalcd to snoth tho CO
discontinuities which are present at & - 0° for the cases presented
herein. The UTD solution was also found to work better for impedance
strips, both tapered and constant, than for the impedancz-loaded
conducting strips. This may be due to the sudd3n discontinuity at the
conductor/load junction. The deletion of the non-equialent term in the
UTD junction diffraction coefficie~it wa5 also found t, be partly at
fault.
A noticeable problem also existr for cie bistatic H-Pol.arlzed
scattering predictions in figures 4 .9.%:, 4.16.c, 4.18.c. and 4.29.c. It
is obs.erved that thce LTD prediction doAýs itot, go to zero when e - 90*, as
does the moment method vrediction. It the monostatic case the UTD
predictiori goes to zero because P-b and 1h go to zero an4 one,
respectively, when 0 - •0•. These arc the same reflection and
4.41
transmission coefficients as free space, so no diffractions occur.
However, for the bistatic case 0 is considered to be the average of the
incident angle 6' - 0*, and the scattered angle 0' - 90. This yields
the value 8 = 450 and R,, and Th do not go to zero and one, but instead




The procedures involved in making RCS measurements of impedance
strips and impedance loaded conducting strips, and the results obtained
from these measurements are contained herein. First the targets and
their preparation are discusseC. Characteristics of the impedance
materials are determined and different target configurations are
considered. Finally, the experimental results are presented and
compared with UTD and moment method predictions.
Targets
The scattering patterns of four different targets were measured.
These consisted of two different impedance strips and two impedance
loaded conducting strips. The impedance strips were four inches by six
inches. The loaded strips were also four inches by six inches, with the
loads one inch from the strips' edges. These geometries are shown in
figure 5.1. Measurements were also made on a four inch by six inch
conducting strip as a reference. All measurements were performed at
11.8 GHz, where one wavelength equals one inch.
Impnedance Materials. Two impedance materials were used for the
scattering measurements. Both were supplied by Emerson and Cuming. The
first was Eccosorb VF 10, a conductive plastic film. The material's
impedance was not specified by the manufacturer; waveguide measurements
were made to determine it. The second material was Eccosorb SC 100, a
graphite impregnated cloth. Although its impedance was stated to be
5.1
77$
Impedance ImpedanceStr ip Leaded
Conducting
Strip
Figure 5.1. Strip Geometries
I000, RCS measurements indicated a different value at 11.8 GHz; thus
Swave 6 uiuý 1mga.ui4eu1e1Ls were maae on IL aLso. We
The setup for the waveguide measurements is shown in figure 5.2.
The impedance materials were measured at 11.8 GHz, the same as the RCS
measurements. The equipment was calibrated us':ng a sliding short and a
waveguide termination. The sliding short was set to 'hAA and %A8 , and
connected to the end of each of the waveguides to calibrate Sn and S22
for a short and open load. A8 is the guide wavelength
x (5.1)
where A is the free space wavelength and f, is the cutoff frequency of
the waveguide. For a rectangular waveguide of dimension a x b, f, for
the ninth mode is given by
5.
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Figure 5.2. Waveguide Impedance Measurement Equipment
Mn (2 (5.2)
The waveguide termination was then attached to the end of each of thu
waveguides to calibrate for an infinite uaveguide. Finally, two
waveguides were connected to obtain S12 and S21 for the waveguides. A
sample of the impedance material was then inserted between the two
waveguidcýs. The Smith Chart function of the HP 8510 was used te
determine the impedance of the material normalized to the waveguide, Zn.
The HP 8510 determines the impedance using Z, - (I+R)/(l-R), where R is
the reflection coefficient, either S11 or S.2, of the material.
To determine the actual. impedance of the material the wave
impedance must he determined. For the nmth TE mode this is given by
5.3
Z3770 - (5.3)A - "ff)
where c is the free space speed of light and f is the opcrating
frequency. F:.r the waveguide used (a - 22.86mm, b - 10.l 6 mm), only the
TE1 0 mode (with cutoff frequency of 6.557 GHz) will propagate at an
operating frequency of 11.8 GHZ. The wave impedance is then found to be
ZTE010 = 4540. This is the ratio of E/H (transverse components only) at
the operating frequency inside the waveguide, in contrast to 3770, which
is the ratio of E/H in free space.
From th1 waveguide measurements the impedance of the VF 10,
normalized to the waveguide, was 0.267 + jO.0990, and that of the SC 100
was 0.397 + jO.2120. This yields q - 0.320 + jO.120 for the VF 10, and
7= 0.477 + 10.2550 for the SC 100.
Preparing the Targets. The targets were mounted on a 5/8 inch
thick sheet of styrofoam and held in place with Scorch tape. Four
target/mounting configurations were investigated for the loaded strip
and these are shown in figure 5 3. Results of the different mounting
techniques which illustrate the problems with them are shown in figures
5.4 and 5.5. These were all measured using a 4" x 12" loaded strip
conforming to the geometry given in figure 5.1. The first involved
laying a 4" x 12" strip of the impedance material on the styrofoam
mount. Then a 2" x 12" conducting strip was placed over the center of
the impedance strip, taped at either end to the styrofoam, as shown in
figure 5.3.a. This configuration was not used, however, because it was
not an accurate model of the impedance loaded conducting strip, since
the bare impedance material was visible bohind the conductor. This
5.4
a. Conductor Holding b. Loaded Strip Sandwiched
Loads to Styrofoam Between Styrofoam Sheets
c. Loads Taped to d. Loads Sandwiched




e. Ifpedance Strip Scotch Tape
Taped to Styrofoam
Figure 5.3. Target Mounting Configurations, End View
significantly altered the scattering pattern from that side, as seen in
figure 5.4.a. in the center of the figure the conducting strip is seen
through the impedance material. This shading of the conductor by the
impedance scrip clearly degrades the lobing structure of the scattering
pattern.
Next, ne conducting strip and the impedance loads were sandwiched
between two sheets of styrofoam, as shuwn in figure 5.3.b. The sheets
of styrofoam were held together by two styrofoam "clips". This method
was not used because close contact between the impedance loads and the
conducting strip could not be maintained; the styrofoam could not be
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conductor. This problem was evidenced by extreme non-symmetry in the
resultant scattering patterns, as reen in figure 5.4.b. There is as
much as 6 dB difference between .Jiobes on opposite sides of the main
lobe.
Another method investigated was to mount the strips using Scotch
tape along the entire edge of the conducting strip/load junction, as
shown in figure 5.3.c. This firmly held the coi iuctor to the edge of
the conducting strip. Tape was also used along the outer edges of the
loads to hold them flat against the styrofoam. This configuration was
not used, however, because RCS measurements showed that the tape
significantly altered the scattering pattern. There was a large
variation in the patuern between the side of the strip with the tape and
the side without it, which is clearly seen in figure 5.5.a. In the
renter of the plot the tape is seen on top of the strips and it clearly
affects the lobing structure near the center lobe. On the outer halves
of the pattern the tape is mostly blocked by the conducting strip and it
is not seen to cause a significant effect here.
The method finally used to mount the loaded strips was to sandwich
a 4" x 12" impedance strip between two, 2" x 12" conducting strips, as
:;hown in figure 5.3.d. This ensures good contact between the impedance
loads and the conducting strip. lt also eliminates the problem of the
first case, where the bare impedance material was present along the back
of the conducting strip. The loaded strip was then held to the
styrofoam with two thin pieces of tape across the width of the strip.
The result of this mounting technique is shown in figure 5.5.b. There
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of the nulls. This is likely due to the styrofoam present on one side
of the target only. Ir addition it was impossible to keep the leeds
perfectly flat. The SC 10C was rolled for shipment and the mild
curvature that this introduced in the material could not be totally
eliminated. The VF 10 was nearly flat but its edges could not be kept
straight. To measure the impedance strips they were held flat againct
the styrofoam using thin strips of rape across their width, as shown 4n
figure 5.3.e.
Me as urement s
All the measurements presented herein were taken at the AFIT
School of Engineering's anecl•,ic chamber. This is a far field
measurement facility. It incorporates separate transmit and receive
aiLtLILIae, bUth uf which aLt FKam & Russell 6414 horns wiuh eight inch
square apertures. The antennae are mounted one foot apart on a mount
that can be rotated to allow both horizontal and vertical polarization
measurements. The target is mounted on an ogive pedestal 27 feet from
the antennae.
The chamber equipment is shown in figure 5.6. A frequency swept
signal is generated by the synthesized sweeper. Part of this signal is
bled off in the directional coupler to use as a reference for the
received signal. The signal is then amplified by the microwave
amplifier and transmitted from the TX antenna. The scattered signal is
received by the RX antenna and fed to the frequency converter, where it
is mixed down to IF along with the reference signal from the directional
coupler. The two signals are then fed to the network analyzer and the
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Figure 5.6. AFIT RCS Chamber Equipment Setup
gate and background subtraction are implemented in the calibration
process. For the measurements presented herein the time gate was 3ns.
As previously stated all measurements were wade at 11.8 Oz.
Since the strips exhibit scattering symmetry over 90°, the
scattering pattern results were averaged over the two 900 quadrants
where the styrofoam was partially obscured behind the loaded or
impedance strip. This was done to reduce any symmetry problems caused
by the non-uniformity of the materials arid to reduce the styrofoam's
effect on the measurements. From hereon all measurements were made
using a 6" x 4" strip. This was done because measurement-, of the 12"
strips yielded slightly lower levels than expected. This is because the
5.10
12" strip has a narrow main lobe (in the vertical plane, not the
horizontal plane that is weasured); unless the taLget is aligned
perfectly, the measurements will be slightly off to the side of the
peak, resulting in a lower return. This reduction is nearly three dB
whext alignment is off by one degree, as compared to one-half dB for a 6"
strip. The 6" strip has a wider main lobe so that alignment is not as
critical.
Each of the measurements are plotted against both UTD and moment
method predictioas. The plotted measurements are scaled in order to be
consistent with the predictions. 1he measurements arc given in RCS,
o3D(dBsm), but the predictions yield scattering width, o2D(dBA). Two
conversions are needed to obtaitn tne scaling factor. First the
measurement is convex'ted from o30 (dBsm) to or(dbm) using (1:578):
A
0 2D A (5.4)
where I is the length of the tarbet (6" (0.1524m)) and A - 1" (0.0254m).
This results in a 2D(dBm) - o30 (d3sm) - 2.62dB. Next t 0D(dBm) is
converted to o2,(dB%):
02D(dBA) - o 2o(dBm) - lO1,OG(A) (5.5)
where A is in meters. This results in zoQ(dBA) - o 2D(dBm) + 15.95dB.
Therefore, a scaling factor of 13.33dB must be added to the measurements
to conveirt them to O21(dBA); that is, c2D(dBA) - a3D(dBsm) + 13.33.
Impedance StrJ.5_" . Figures 5.7 and 3.8 contain the results of
scattering pattern measurements for a 4A conducting strip. The E-
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The measurement and the UTD prediction never differ by more than two dB
arcd the difference is usuall.y much closer than one dB. The H-
Polarization UTD prediction also matches the measurement well, as seen
in figure 5.8. The travelling wave is very accurately predicted by the
UTD solution. The moment method solution fails to predict this
accurately however, due to the problems discussed in chapter 4. There
are some discrepancies in the lobing structure between the UTD solution
and the measurement around 0 - 35° and 55'. This may be caused by
interactions with the mount and pedestal.
Scattering measureme:nts of the impedance strips are contained in
figures 5.9 through 5.12. The general effect of the finite impedance on
the strips is a reduced scattsring pattern. This was noted in chapter
4. The E-Polarization measurements in figures 5.9 and 5.10 show very
good agreement between the UTD predictions and the measurements,
especially figure 5.10. In both cases most sidelobes have a magnitude
difference of less than one dB. The edge-on scattering ievel is off by
five dB in figure 5.9, but only differs by two dB in figure 5.10.
The H-Polarization measurements in figures 5.11 and 5.12 do not
show quite as good agreement between the UTD solution and the measured
pattern. The UTD method predicts sidelobe levels within one dB of the
measured levels within 30° of broadside, but the results are not as good
nearer edge-on. The moment method solution appears to do a better job
of predicting the travelling wave lobe for these measurements than it
did for the conducting strip. The measurement in figure 5.11 is seen to
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Figure 5.12. Comparison of the Measured and Predicted Scattering
Pattern for a 4A, 0.320 + j0.120 Strip, q4-Polarization
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to a minor curvature in the impedance material and the effects of the
styrofoam mount.
Scattering measu-ements of the impedance loaded conducting strips
are contained in figures 5.13 through 5.16. The impedance loads in both
measurements broaden the main lobe and reduce the sidelobe levels
relative to the main lobe. This was also seen in chapter 4. In
addition, the edge-on scattering levels are reduced from -8 dBA for the
perfect conductor, to approximately -16 dBA in figures 5.13 and 5.14.
The UTD predictions match the measured pattern well within 40' of
broadside; the sidelobe levels are within two aB. Beyond this the UTD
method doesn't match the lobing structure of the measurement thouF!
This is due in part to the elimination of the non-equivalent term in the
junction diffraction coefficient, which was discussed in chapter 4. The
UTD does a very good job of predicting the edge-on scattering levels for
the two E-Polarization cases, however, being from one two three dB
higher than the measurements.
The two H-Polarizatiort measurements for the loaded strips are
displayed in figures 5.15 and 5.16. The UTD predictions for these cases
are only slightly worse than they were for the E-Polarization plot., but
still have good accuracy near broadside. In addition, the UTD solution
is much better at predicting the travelling wave lobe for these cases
than it did for the impedance strips, and Ls also better than the moment
method predictions. The measurements are observed to have a small lobe
directly at edge-on, where they should be going to zero. The lobe is
caused by the conducting strips that are placed on each side of the
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produce diffractions from their leading and trailing edges. These
diffractions add more coherently when the strip is viewed at edge-on





This thesis investigates scattering from impedance strips and
impedance loaded conducting strips. First, UTD edge diffraction
coefficients for a perfect conductor were heuristically modified to
predict scattering from impedance edges and junctions. These
modifications involved scaling the coefficients to accGunt for changes
in the GO field discontinuities. Multiple diffractions on the surface
of a si-rip were also examined and composite multiple diffraction fields
which include all of the multiple diffractions were developed.
The UTD formulae were then incorporated into Fortran programs
that piedict the scattering ,4idth of impedance strips and impedance
loaded conducting strips. Both uniform and tapered strips and loads
were considered. The UTD predictions were compared to moment method
predictions and RCS measurements to determine the validity of the UTD
formulae. The effects of different impedance values on the scattering
patterns of the strips were also examined.
Scattering pattezin, of uniform impedance strips were similar to
that of a conducting strip, but were basically scaled according to tne
strips' refleccion c•uefficients. The nulls between the sidelobes ai.d
the edge on scattering levels, however, were lower than simple scaling
would indicate. This effect was more prominant for higher im-pedance
values. Tapering the strip's impedance was found to drastically lower
the sidelobe leveis relative tc- the main lobe. This effPct was more
prominant for strips with a higher ta~er.
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Applying loads to a conducting strip also caused reduced sidelobe
and edge-on scattering levels relative to the main lobe. However, if
the load's impedance was too high, the resultant scattering was very
similar to that of just the conducting strip alone. When the load was
tapered the sidelobe and edge-on scattering levels were reduced
drastically. As with the tapered strips the reduction was much greater
when the tapers reached a higher impedance value.
In general the UTD predictions come very close to the moment
method predictions and the measurement results. The UTD solution is
especially close near broadside, which makes sense, since the UTD method
was scaled to smooth the GO discontinuities which are present at 6 = 0'
for the cases presented herein.. For the impedance strips, the UTD
method accurately predicts monostatic sidelobe levels within 6C' of
broadsiJe. The results for loaded strips were slightly worse, with
close agreement limited to within 400 from broadside. In these regions
the UTD method typically predicted sidelobe levels within one-half dB of
the moment method predictions and measurement results, and was never
more than two dB off. The bistatic predictions were accurate over a
wider range than the monostatic predictions.
The UTD method did not accurately predict the level of the nulls
or edge on scattering width, when compared to the moment method
predictioas, although it showed better agreement with the measurement-.
This effect was more pronounced for higher impedance values and near
edge-on. The nulls were found to be much deeper in the moment method
predictions than in the UTD predictions. These deeper nulls are caused
by an increased level of destructive interference between the
6.2
diffraction sources, irdicating that the diffractions from the two edges
of the strip should be closer in magnitude than the diffractions from
the two edges of a perfect conductor. Our solution could not predict
this, however, because diffractions from both edges of the strip were
scaled by the same amount, Rsh. For E-Polarization the diffractions
"from the leading edges of the strip have a larger magnitude than those
from the trailing edge. In order to produce the deeper nulls the
leading edge diffraction should be scaled down relative to the trailing
edge diffraction. The opposite is true for H-Polarization.
Recommendations
The application of impedance loads, in particular tapered
impedance loads, was observed to significantly reduce the sidelobes and
edge-on scattering from conducting strips. This displays the potential
of edge loading for the reduction of RCS.
Further work could be done to make improvements to the formulae
developed in this work. In addition, Rojas' solution for diffractions
from impedance edges and junctions (13) could be implemented. Finally,
the methods developed herein could be extended to make scattering
predictions from 3-dimensional objects.
6.3
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